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NCR Cashes In on Design for Assembly
or six years now, Assembly Engineering has conducted an
annual search for the nation's
outstanding example of applied as-

F

sembly techno logy and thinking. The
PAT Award (Product ivity through As sembly Technology) is why we do it.
and this year's recipient is William A.
Sprague. senior advanced manufacturing engineer, NCR Corp, Cambridg e. OH,
He was the prime mover in rigorously applying Design -for-Assembly
(DFA) methodo logy during develop -

Bill Sp rague (left),

this veer's PAT Award
re cipient, reviews
fi rst -of plastic
components ag ains t
a solids model
with automa tion d esig n
engineer, John Wallach,
and Sandra Smith, d
repre se ntative of the

CAD/CAE system
vend or, SDRe.

ment of a new poototsale terminal
called the 2760, The product and its associated
manufacturing process reo
ahzeo the following benefils vis-a-vis the previous
generation terminal:

Team Work Works

. 65% fewer suppliers
. 75% less assembly lime ,
With 100% fewer assembly tools
. 85% fewer parts (100%
fewer screws)
The new terminal, in fact,
has 55% fewer parts than
the previou s one had
screws . To highlight the
impact, it was estimated
that the cost of just one
screw (material, labor, and
burden ) over the 2760's life
was $12 ,500. Further, tota l
li feti me man ufacturing
labo r cost for the terminal
was estimated at $1.1 million less
than the prior product , a 44 percent
improvement.
Ob viously, these numbers are significant; however , even grea ter sav-

ings are expected in areas such as
inventory , field service, plantnoor
space , procuctoo support costs, and
capital equipment. Tooling develop'
ment. for examp le, went straight from
the design stage to hard (steel) tools
rather than the typical Intermediate
step of USing soft (aluminum) tools
Sprague points out that initial tooling
only needed minor modification.
Also, the testing and introduc tion
period for the 2760 was remarkably
trouble-tree . It cleared difficu lt tests
such as EMI emissions on til e first
pass ,
" NCR Cambridge has a
major JIT program in progress: ' Sprague remarks.
" Tile 2760 terminal was designed with that in mind,"

JOHN R. COLEMAN

Editor

NCR uses multiplant task
forces and corporate-as '
sisted pilot projects to explore DFA tools and strategies . The 2760 began as
such a project in January,
1987. Mechanicat design
was completed October,
1987, With commercial roll
out expected this month .
Sprague and John Wallacll
(from the Design Automa·
tion Group) were the project's c hampions. Their
focus was on the rnechanlcal po rtion of the design .
" U.S. Industry finally is
recognizing DFA as a strategy for
leadership, " comments Sprague .
"But. for it to achieve significant results, you must first overcome two
obstacles: Implementing a major cul-
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Assembly Details
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lhc line drawing is an explod ed view of the 2700 terminal. T he lone
subassembly is the snap togethe r elec tronics box (I I, which contains three snu p
and plug -in pc boa rds ( 1, J. 4 l. T he plas t ic termi nal Cabi net base (5), like the
shcctrucral elect ronics box is delive red asse mb led to th e prod uct ion floor by the
vendor as pan of NC R Cambridge's JIT prog ram.
The held (SA ) and top (S H) are re moved f'rorn t heca hi nct base to start t he
a....embly precess. T he lone separate harness (6 ) is plugged to a pc board (7 ),
which the n snaps into t he cabinet top (5 H).
The power supply (8) is pur c hased fro m N C R's Orla ndo, F L division . It
handles eithe r I IO\' Of 220V powe r. wit h inte rnal sens ing that elimi nate, the need
for switching or m ultiple power-su pply assemblies. It a lso co nta ins t he 2760's
cooling fan. T he power supply is simply set into the cab inet base a nd the cabinet
IUp is snapped buck on to hold it.
The termina l is turned on its side for plugging t he uc power cord (9) into t he
cahinet base and power supply, and snapping it into a str a in-rel ief tab in the base.
T he terminal then is turned on its back to apply' a single la bel conta ining ser ial
number, license, and product informa tion.
The terminal is set upright for slidi ng in the electronic box ass embly ( SA ),
which mates 10 the power supply for grounding and cu rre nt, and sna ps into th e':
cabinet b:ISC 10 hold it in place. Th e spea ker ( I I) slides into a holder in the ca binet
base for a snap fit and then is plugged into the elec tro nics box. Th e har ness (6)
from the': pc hoar d (7) in the': cabinet to p also is plugged into the electronics box.
The': C RT (12) cables are fed thro ugh a hole in t he ca binet top, and then the
CR T pivot slides through the hole and is twisted a qu arter tur n to snap the C RT
into place. T he C RT conn ectors then a re plugge d into the electronics box. Both
the C RT and speaker arc common to other NCR terminal products.
T he keyboard (13) is set into the cabinet front, sliding up to mate to t he pc
hoard in the cubinct top and snapping it into place . A keyboa rd overlay ( 14 ) and
Myla r cover ([ 5) t hen slip into tabs in t he keyboar d (1 3 ), an d t he cabinet held
snaps back into place to hold them.
T he': 2760 assembly requires only 15 vendor-sou rced pa rts, a nd no separate
fasteners a rc used. The term ina l cabinet has a num ber snap- in escutcheons tha t
can he removed to easily customize it.
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tural change in the organization (and
gaining acceptance of it); and blending computer-based tools and design
process changes in the right mix to
optimize development effort."
All astute organizations realize that
success comes from the skills and efforts of its personnel. The difficulty is
getting the right people, in the right
structure, with the right toots. to maximize results.
" We formed a multidiscipline team
to simultaneously design the product
and manufacturing process for the
2760 terminal." reflects Sprague.
" John and I drafted the project plan,
then sold it to the director of manutacturmq and the director of engineering, making sure all expectations and
schedules were in agreement.
" We then established a high·level
goal of having quality product and
manufacturing process designs in
place prior to prototype development
and production, Our primary measurements were to meet schedule
and cost goals, and minimize assembly lime and part count. All other benefits and measurements were derived
from these high-level goals and basic
measurements,"
Team members were invited tram
product design, customer service,
manufacturing enqmeennq, fest engineering, product management, Industrial design, quality engineering, purchasing, vendor quality, safety
engineering, EMI engineering, program management, and human factors, Cntica! vendors also were
brought in as part of a co-destiny
supplier relationship. The plastics
molder and tool-and-die builder, for instance, were selected early to exploit
their knowledge of molding and toolmaking. Suppliers also had to comply
with NCR's JIT and SPC programs,
and have ability to accept CAD file
transfers, which helped reduce tooling quotation and delivery time.
Weekly team meetings were held,
with interaction among key members
more frequent. Also, presentations
were given on how DFA works, and
examples of successful applications
were distributed,
Each member was expected to develop objectives relative to his area of
expertise, Prior 10 the start of hard
design, these objectives were shared
with the group to foster an understanding of what manufacturability,
testability, and serviceability really
meant
The team pursued design solutions
that met or exceeded all objectives,

adamantly resisting compromises. A
parallel approach permitted simultaneously developing the product
design and manufacturing process,
which allowed trace-otts between the
two as changes were made. This was
the key to the pilot project's success.
"Prevention versus Contingency"
planning helped isolate problems and
point to solutions while the design
was still in the CAD system rather
than at the testing/prototype stage.
Team members openly shared proq
ress and problem reports, eventually
developing a consensus before
releasing the design. This created
multiorganizational design ownership,
with all members responsible for
meeting the group's objectives, For
example, the manufacturing engineer
shared with the product engineer
(and the rest of the team) in accepting the 2760's manufacturability. They
worked up front to define what was
expected from the design rather than
waiting for a review.
" An important task during the protect was upgrading the skills of the
team members," recalls Sprague, " At
the start 01 the project , courses were
held on usmq SORC 's GEOMOO
solids modeler and the Boothroyd
Dewhurst DFA Toolkit software. John
and I provided follow-up training and
assistance."
CAE: Computer-Aided Everything
The mechanical portion of the
design was done from concept to
completion on GEOMOD, remaining
as a solids model until details were
approved by the team, Then the elecIronic information was transferred to
vendors for tool manufacturing,
" Solids modeling was an excellent
means for designers and team members to visualize concepts ," says
Sprague. " The comp lete assembly,
or any element of it, could be viewed
just as It would physically appear.
This stimulated Input from group
members because they could see
and understand how the 2760 was
defined early in the process, In adoton , they spent more time working on
design solutions rather than just figuring out what parts fit where.
" Subsequently, the designers were
forced into greater discipline as oetails had to be defined at each stage.
8y using program files, they could
make changes without recreating the
entire part. The softwa re performed
interference checks among the parts
to assure the team that form and fit
problems were being addressed. The

this paperless elM environment involved securing the design's electronic file by developing an archiving
system.

NCR's 2760 ooot-ot-eaie terminal. Part
count and assembly lime were tracked
during the development effor t. using DFA
techniques permitted reducmq them 66%
and 23% (rospoctively) from anginal con ceptual estnnates
electronically captured design data
also automatically yielded volume and
mass information to assist in structural analysis and for quotation ot
molded and cast parts."
VAX-based CAD stations worked
well for design, but were slow when
the team wanted to review the cornpleted parts. High-performance
Hewlett-Packard 350SRX workstanons were tnar leased to expedite the
on-screen review sessions. Component and assembly details then could
be real time analyzed by group memo
bets. This was especially important to
the manufacturing engineer because
he could quickly interpret product
changes and make appropriate manufacturing process modifications,
" CAE analysis was used to leverage overall quality improvements,"
Sprague continues. "For example,
the terminal's cabinet consists of
complex injection-molded plastic
parts that were analyzed with Moldflow and Polycool 11 to verify tool
design, There also is potential for
structural and thermal analysis, which
hold promise for further reducing tool
changes and improving component
quality,"
The completed part designs were
electronically released to the tooling
vendor; no paper drawings were
issued, Tool-path information was
added and then directly fed to CNC
machine tools,
Part geometry was created only
once to reduce engineering effort,
separate documentation from design,
and reduce interpretation error. Documentation for insoecnon and assembly drawings was generated on an as
needed basis, A critical element of

Tool 01 the Trade
Throughout the 2760's development Boothroyd Dewhurst's OFA
Toolkit software provided an early
analysis of assembly time and
sequence, not just a finished·design
autopsy . By using a Pareto analysis
of the assembly time data, opportunities for improvements were identified
to challenge the team, Parts and
limes were categorized by tuncnona'
and nonfunctional purposes to highlight the cost of decisions and problem areas. According to Sprague, this
enhanced design-solution synergism
among group members, The data
also was used to keep top management up to date on the team's prog
ress. and was essential to maintaining support of the project.
" The DFA Toolkit focused on key
guidelines for improvement," Sprague notes. " We concentrated on reducing assembly time and part count,
which significantly Impacted the
entire organization and our suppliers.
In particular, fasteners were elimi·
nated through snap-fit assembly and
c ab les/harnesses were reduced
through direct interfacing, which also
improved reliability and quality. The
remaining parts were designed for Z·
axis assembly to minimize handling
and insertion time."
Last June, Sprague illustrated the
2760's ease of assembly by manually
putting it together in less than two
minutes while blindfolded at the Third
International Conference on Product
Design For Manufacture & Assembly
(Newport, AI). Of course, customer
acceptance will be the ultimate judge
of the project' s success, and initial
commercial interest lor the 2760 terminal is strong, Moreover, several
companies that are pursuing their
own DFA projects want to replace the
formerly used IBM Proprinter with a
2760 for internal demonstrations.
" We have initiated several other
projects with greater potential impact,
including pc board DFA," boasts
Sprague, " Assembly time and partcount reductions are forecast in the
90% range. Design for Assembly is
truly a cornerstone of manufacturing
excellence,"
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